
Best Practice No. 1 

 

1. Title of the Practice 

Claretine Holistic Education Programme (CHEP) 

 

2. Goal 

The Mission Statement (MS) of the College underscores that the kind of 

education a student, especially a tribal student, receives at the portals of Saint 

Claret College must be a holistic one, geared towards a soulful,human formation 

of their intellect, will, heart, and soul. The MS thus delineates six-pronged 

formation, of which only the first one (―intellectual competence‖) is addressed by 

the university curriculum directly. The rest must be addressed, communicated, 

and given training in. Besides, the College has proclaimed five Core Values to be 

upheld in its being and conduct, which also need to be passed on to the 

Claretines. ―Home in for soulful learning‖ has been the invitation offered to 

potential students, and CHEP was set in place for the purpose.  

 

3. The Context 

When SCCZ came into being, the educational scenario in Arunachal Pradesh was 

anything but rosy. There was little infrastructure, few institutions, and limited 

exposure for the youth to quality education. The teachers exclusively focused on 

completing syllabus, and no other out-of-the-box thinking was easy. However, 

SCCZ insisted on providing education with a difference, and wanted its 

students—Claretines—to graduate with a differential.  

 

However, it was not easy at all. Initially, CHEP themes were randomly selected, 

based on each teacher’s circle of comfort, rather than relevance. It was not 

systematically streamlined on the Mission and Core Values of the College. When 

a revamping was initiated, teachers felt uncomfortable teaching topics that were 

not within their expertise. Finding space and time for such CHEP Hours was a 

challenge. More importantly, it was a laborious task to identify module themes in 

line with the Mission and Values of the College, prepare lesson plan, train all 

faculty, and collate the entire resource into a Module Booklet.  

 

4. The Practice 

First of all, teachers were formed into teams. The five components of the Mission 

and five Core Values of the Colleges were listed (thus ten). Teachers were 

allowed to choose each component as per their degree of comfort and confidence. 

Each team was then guided to select and finalize three sub-topics, in a graded 

order, building on the previous ones. They were then guided to prepare a lesson 

module for 45 minutes, which is light on theory, but strong on exercises, 

interactive discussions, debates, group games, and a final reflective wrap up with 

consolidation of gains from the session. The lesson plans for 10 components x 3 

subtopics (thus 30) were prepared and compiled into a CHEP Module Booklet. It 



was then distributed to all faculty, and each team trained the rest of the faculty in 

how to impart the module to the class, so that everyone is trained to take any 

module and every student will get a standardized class input.  

 

The CHEP Hour is incorporated into the College Calendar and Class Schedule. 

Each class assembles in a given location, and teachers, as trained, as assigned to 

take the CHEP Hour. In order to drive home how much importance the 

Institution assigns to CHEP Hours, a two attendances are given to each student 

for attending one CHEP Hour. The CHEP Hour runs for ten hours a year. Thus a 

Claretine gains 30 hours of CHEP Hours during his/her entire life at SCCZ. 

Given below is the CHEP Module of 30 hours: 

 
No. Mission/Value 

component 

I YEAR II YEAR III YEAR 

0 Intellectual 

Competence 

Taken care of through  

regular Course Work & Zero & Library Hours 

1 Professional 

Skills         

Module 1.1 

Communication 

Skills 

Module 1.2 

Decision 

Making 

Module 1.3 

Interview 

2 Spiritual 

Evolution        

Module 2.1 

Love 

Module 2.2 

Forgiveness 

Module 2.3 

Spiritually Inspired 

Youth Culture 

3 Moral 

Uprightness       

Module 3.1 

Healing corruption 

Module 3.2 

Honesty 

Module 3.3 

Response-ability 

4 Social 

Responsiveness  

Module 4.1 

Fundamental rights 

Module 4.2 

Fundamental 

duties 

Module 4.3 

Being Good 

Samaritans 

5 Cultural 

Tolerance        

Module 5.1 

Overcoming 

Stereotypes 

Module 5.2 

Communal 

Harmony 

Module 5.3 

Many Voices, One 

World 

6 Faith in God                 Module 6.1 

God-Concept 

Module 6.2 

Faith 

Module 6.3 

Religious Harmony 

7 Integrity                        Module 7.1  

Sincerity 

Module 7.2 

Intellectual 

Integrity 

Module 7.3 

Fidelity 

8 Peace                              Module 8.1 

Nonviolence 

Module 8.2 

Tolerance 

Module 8.3 

Being Peace-agents 

9 Cooperation              Module 9.1 

Teamwork 

Module 9.2 

Building Trust 

Module 9.3 

Conflict Resolution 

10 Personal 

Competence  

Module 10.1 

Self-esteem 

Module 10.2 

Interpersonal 

Skills 

Module 10.3 

Leadership 

 

5. Evidence of Success 

The Programme has been a great success. Measuring such success is mostly 

qualitative. Student and staff feedback have been very encouraging. Students 



love the highly interactive environment of the CHEP Hours, with its thought-

provoking exercises and discussions. Many alumni have mentioned that what 

they have cherished most in their SCCZ Campus experience was the CHEP 

Programme. To mention just one anecdote, a faculty from NEHU (North-Eastern 

Hill University), Shillong, once inquired to one of our staff members about 

CHEP. To paraphrase her query, she asked, ―What is this CHEP you give? 

Students who have joined us from your college keep mentioning this Programme 

and how much they enjoyed it.‖ Such comments have been frequently 

encountered at during the Annual Conference of Higher and Technical 

Education, wherein we meet with Principals of Colleges where our staff and 

student alumni are currently enrolled.  

 

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required 

One of the major problems is the space limitations. It is currently given in 

separate batches of First, Second, and Third years. Since CHEP Hour happens for 

all students at the same time, finding spacious locations to comfortably 

accommodate all, and the time is limited as well. Another major difficulty has 

been finding adequate and creative resources to prepare a good, solid lesson plan. 

However, with the committed faculty the College has, and with mutual help, the 

College has made a reasonably solid Handbook. In the years to come, the College 

plans to revise and update it periodically. Moreover, despite training, not all 

teachers are charismatic public speakers and facilitators on such value-oriented 

topics, but are most comfortable in their area of subject-expertise. Hence, much 

training and accompaniment is needed for optimally effective implementation.  

 

7. Notes  

The College plans to break each batch into smaller units and run concurrent 

sessions for all units of a batch, in the coming years, as it would facilitate more 

efficient and effective delivery and interaction. Also, the College plans to 

introduce a comprehensive evaluation template exclusively for the Programme 

and to give away Certificates of Participation to students.  

 

8. Contact Details 

 Name of the Principal : Dr. (Fr.) Allwyn Mendoz, CMF 

 Name of the Institution: Saint Claret College 

 City  : Ziro 

 Pin Code : 791 120 

 Accredited Status: Grade A 

 Work Phone : (03788) 255 270 Fax: (03788) 25433 

 Website : www.sccz.edu.in E-mail: zirocollege@gmail.com 

 Mobile  : 07085320300    

  

 

 

http://www.sccz.edu.in/
mailto:zirocollege@gmail.com


Best Practice No. 2 

 

1. Title of the Practice 

Departmental Seminars cum Darpan (Departmental Fest) 

 

2. Goal 

―Intellectual Competence‖ and Professional Excellence,‖ professed in the SCCZ 

Mission Statement are primary commitments for the College. This goes coupled 

with the fifth Value that SCCZ upholds: personal competence. The 

―Departmental Seminars cum Championship Fest‖ is conceived as a strategic 

response in fulfillment of this part of the Mission of SCCZ. The explicit goal is 

to enhance the personal competence of the Claretines by providing creative 

avenues for building on their learning by additional research, write-up, and 

presentation as well as by creative expression of the learning transforming 

learning into enjoyable play. Students also learn to make presentations through 

PowerPoint. Through this Best Practice, a Claretine also develops a sense of self-

reliance and ownership of responsibility for one’s own education. This Practice 

also caters to the second, fourth, and fifth Core Values of Higher Education as 

identified by NAAC (i.e., fostering global competencies, promoting use of 

technology, quest for excellence.)  

 

3. The Context 

Majority of the students of Saint Claret College are first generation learners with 

no great background or skills for learning. Most of them are short on confidence. 

Though the entire school education is in English, most of them have poor 

linguistic skills and are challenged in communication skills. At SCCZ we insist 

that the best way to conquer one’s inadequacies is to face them squarely and 

learn from mistakes. The Departmental Fest cum Seminars provide such a 

venture ―to bite the bullet‖ and win over one’s inner apprehensions. Initially, 

training students to identify topics for presentation, especially seminars, and to 

do research was difficult, as they were pretty unfamiliar with taking studies into 

their hands. However, the commitment of the teachers, enthusiasm of students, 

and the attractive prize money were effective in gradually making the event a 

great success.  

 

4. The Practice 

The Practice, as titled, has two major components: Departmental Seminars and a 

Championship Fest.  

 

The months of August-September are chosen as the window for the Seminars, on 

the following reasons: (a) It is early in the academic calendar. Students are fresh, 

full of enthusiasm and vigour; (b) Having it early will boost their interest for the 

subject/discipline and it adds to their performance in the examinations that follow 

thereafter. Every Honours subject has a student-led Seminar. Generally, 



Saturdays are assigned for the Seminar. The paper presenters for the Seminar are 

chosen from the second years. Six volunteers, in teams of two (a boy and a girl), 

are invited. Together with the Faculty, they choose a theme for research, divide it 

into three sub-areas each of which is assigned to a team. The team researches 

diverse sources (books in the library, internet sources, journals, etc.) and writes 

up a paper under the guidance of the faculty. Well-known academicians from 

Universities in the State or outside the State, are invited to be the Chief Resource 

Persons. On the specified day, a two-hour long Seminar is held. The Chief 

Resource Person introduces the topic and its relevance first. Then the student 

teams present all three papers, often using PowerPoint programme, with a Q & A 

session at the end of each paper. After all three presentations, the Resource 

Person gives an evaluation of the presentations, and goes on to deliver a lecture 

on the topic, and ends with a detailed Q & A. [The topics dealt with over the 

years are given in detail in Criterion 3.6.4] 

 

If the Seminar is highly formalized academic exercise (thereby giving training 

for the same) attended by all students of the discipline, but led by six of them, the 

Departmental Championship Fest throws open participation to greater number of 

students and brings in the element of fun and play. Generally held in November, 

Departmental Fest is participated in by all departments, both Pass and Honours. 

There are two parts to the Fest: In the first part, each department is given a 20-

minute capsule for a cultural programme on a theme integral to their discipline. 

The department is free to present it in any creative way – as a skit, or dance 

forms, or mimes or songs, or a mixture of all these. In the second part, each 

department puts up an exhibition/tableau, again on themes integral to their 

discipline. External experts are brought in as judges for evaluating both the 

Cultural Display and the Exhibitions. Based on the points awarded, a 

Departmental Champion and Runner Up are declared on the College Day. The 

Champion and the Runners Up get Rs.10,000, Rs.5,000 and Rs.3000 

respectively.  

5. Evidence of Success 

The Practice has produced rich dividends. Students have learned the art of 

research, writing up paper, and presentations. Their confidence levels and 

communication skills have improved. The Departmental Fest has facilitated 

cooperative teamwork cutting across juniors and seniors, resulting in a family-

feeling within each department. Teachers and students work together as fellow 

learners, temporarily collapsing their formal differences and thereby sharing a 

common passion and joy not unlike participating in a ritual. Most importantly, 

students develop keen interest in academics. Students have come up with 

astoundingly creative programmes, especially tableaus and exhibition stalls so 

much so the judges have requested us to run it for more days and throw it open to 

the wide public and other schools. This suggestion is being taken up seriously.  

 

 



6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required 

Getting resource personnel of high repute and academic standing to come all the 

way to Ziro has been difficult. However, everyone who has come has returned 

with great admiration and satisfaction. Another problem faced was the tendency 

of students towards plagiarism. The College has contemplated publishing student 

papers in the form of a book, but the plagiarism-check has discouraged it from 

doing so. However, this has given the staff a teaching moment to brief the 

students about ethics of research and publication and the need to cite and credit 

every idea or sentence borrowed. Thus, the problem has presented us with a great 

teaching opportunity. Yet another difficulty has been the intense work, spilling 

into weeks, involved in setting up stalls and having it only for one day.Hence, 

currently, the Fest is being held only on alternative years (but having the  

Seminar every year). Stalls will be set up on the grounds. The Fest will be open 

to the general public, especially school students, for over two days.  

 

7. Notes  

The College has made the Departmental Fest component into once-in-two-years, 

alternating it with the Inter-Collegiate Youth Festival of Rajiv Gandhi 

University, which is also a once-in-two-year event. The College has also decided 

to increase the Championship money, given the extent of efforts by the students 

and the prestige of the event. The College is also on the lookout for sponsors.  

 

8. Contact Details 

 Name of the Principal : Dr. (Fr.) Allwyn Mendoz, CMF 

 Name of the Institution: Saint Claret College 

 City  : Ziro 

 Pin Code : 791 120 

 Accredited Status: Grade A 

 Work Phone : (03788) 255 270 Fax: (03788) 25433 

 Website : www.sccz.edu.in E-mail: zirocollege@gmail.com 

 Mobile  : 07085320300  

http://www.sccz.edu.in/
mailto:zirocollege@gmail.com

